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Summary

Contact Us

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.2.
More
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Contact Vix Resources to discuss any
questions you have in relation to
upgrades or changes to
functionality.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF347 Available Lockers has been created to show details of lockers which are available based on existing allocations
captured in SAM. This report requires use of the SAM Locker functionality, for more details on this function please contact the Vix Resources
Helpdesk.
2. Workforce Report AFT106 Potential Bookings has been created to shows bookings that either meet, are within or overlap the dates of the
Forecast. Should you wish to understand more about the Accommodation Forecasting Tool, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.
3. Workforce Report SRF345 Camp Accommodation Changes has been created to show changes to daily arrivals and departures within the last X
hours. This allows for regular reports to be provided to villages on changes without having to rely on individual emails from SAM or Workflow.

Improvements
1. Scheduled SMS Reports have been updated to remove the Status column. Live status details can be seen in the SAM Admin | People | SMS
Management page. Alternatively the SRF283 SMS Messages and Replies can be used to view the message status. [#25698]
2. The Generic Request document in Workflow has been updated to optionally allow the Camp to be mandatory. This is controlled by the parameter
CampIsMandatory. [#25494]
3. Workforce Report SRF179 Transport Details has been updated to optionally allow running based on profile groups. [#25406]
4. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated to optionally allow a raw data view. When included, this will be the first sheet in the
report. [#25438]
5. Multiple Bookings in SAM has been updated with the ability to bulk update booking attributes such as Departments or Cost Codes. The user is
also required to select a Camp for the booking prior to selection of profiles.
6. SAM has been updated with the ability to create Date and Checkbox custom fields via the Admin | People | Profile Fields page.
7. SAM and Workflow have been updated to allow accommodation to be selected when removing OUT/IN transports between day trips. The camp
is defaulted to the camp which was selected for the first day trip. [#25261]
8. Assigning a room via a roster (in SAM and Workflow) has been updated to show if there is already a room owner for the selected room. [#25209]
9. SAM has been updated to automatically deactivate Special Charters when they are in the past. The SAM Parameter
TransportSpecialCharterDeactivationDays has been created to manage how many days after the flight it will be deactivated, this defaults to 7
days.
10. Workforce Reporting Activities have been updated to improve clarity regarding changes being audited. [#25246]
11. Workforce Report SRF279 Cleaning Roster Setup has been updated to include the Room Type against the individual Rooms.
12. The People Search in SAM has been updated to allow searching on Commute Base, Room Type, and Transport Group. [#22525]
13. Workforce Report SRF256 Resource Onsite by Duration has been updated to optionally include a pivot table summary for the number of
nights by employer and camp. [#23784]
14. SAM Transports have been updated to allow bulk deactivation when no bookings are present on future schedules.

Fixes

1. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF283 SMS Messages and Replies where it would not include the last day of the report criteria.
2. Fixed an issue where creation of a profile while using the Validation Matrix was not filtering correctly when selecting the Department. Please
contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk if you would like more information about the Validation Matrix functionality and how it could be useful to
your business.
3. Fixed an issue where an incorrect status could be shown for an SMS being sent due to a timeout. This could report a pending status even though
the message was successfully sent. [#25693]
4. Fixed an issue with the SAM Dashboard Graphs where they would not display if the details (e.g. Room Type) contained a colon.
5. Fixed an issue with Workforce Reporting Users where editing the email address could result in an error. [#25673]
6. Fixed an issue where a clean was generated for a room incorrectly due to the system not recognising a spot clean had been added within the last
6 months. [#25658]
7. Fixed an issue where adding a future completion date was not removing bookings past that date.
8. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel where it could show an incorrect cost code if the booking had been marked as a
no show and removed. [#25492]
9. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF139 Split Bookings could timeout, even when run for a single date.
10. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF257 Cleaning Roster History and Forecasting where it could timeout when run for a week.
11. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF299 Returning Personnel would timeout when run for long date ranges. [#25546]
12. Fixed an issue where reschedules would be marked as a split, even though the reschedule did not cause the split booking. [#25530]
13. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to search on the SAM Resource Number in the Workflow Advanced Search for the Subject. [#25444]
14. Fixed an issue where a clean could be cancelled by the system and a new clean created for the next day, even though the existing clean should
have been re-used. [#25495]
15. Fixed an issue with the Transport Description in Admin | Transport | Transport Types Active where searching would show a different
description to when searching for a booking. [#25465]
16. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF129 No Show KPI where it would only include the last date of the selected date range. [#25339]
17. Fixed an issue where a Workflow document could show duplicate names in the next approver drop down. [#25308]
18. Fixed an issue with Accommodation Arrivals to show correct cleaning status for Tomorrow’s Checkins. [#25315]

